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Thispaper describesa new approach for monitoring the social environmentfor naturalresource management (D P" 0

and policy, based on content analysis of online news media stories. Content analysis of the media has _,, im _repeatedly beenshown to produce results that areclosely correlated with attitude surveysand opinionpolls. _ _" ,o

Computer methods were used to analyse almost 30000 online news stories about the US national forests _ _ : _ _ _ _.

f_rexpre_si_ns_ff_ur_r_ad_ateg_ries_fbenefitsandv_ues.Recreati_nbenetitsa_dva_ueswere I_=_

expressed more often than other categories,both at the national and regional levels,followed by commodity, _; "
ecological and moral/spiritual/aesthetic benefits and values, Over the years 1992 through 1996, a gradual 9J
upward trend was found in expressionsof recreation and moral/spidtual/aesthetic benefits and valuesand
agradual downward trend wasfound in expressionsof commodity-related benefits and valuesat the national I
level, suggesting shifting environmentalvalues and the need to ensure that natural resource management
and policy are responsive to changing social values, Computer content analysis of online news stories
provides a new method for the continuous monitoring and assessment of a broad range of trends in the
social environment in which natural resource decision making takesplace.
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Introduction management (Daniels and Walker, 1996;
Selin and Chavez, 1995); and

$ Resource management paradigms are
The job of natural resource managers and shifting from traditional multiple-use to
policy makers is growing increasingly com- ecosystem-based approaches (Gordon.
plex because of rapid change in the social, 1994; Behan, 1997).
political, economic and scientific environ- _Corresoonalngaumor
ments in which management is carried out. Managing forests and other ecosystems in -No.hCentralResearch
For example: ways that are responsive to these and other Station 1992Folwe

• Environmental attitudes and values have social changes requires continuous moni- A_enue55109usAStPaul.MN

shifted significantly in recent decades toring and assessment of relevant trends. *unive_s'_o1Minnesot_
However traditional methods for monitoring DeoartmentofGenetics

(Kempton et al., 1995; Ladd and Bowman, andCellBiology.St. Paul.
1 _ the social environment such as surveys are990; Deason, 1996-97); MN55108.USA

• The public and other stakeholders in- slow andexpensive. §USOAForestService
The US Department of Agriculture (USDA/ officeofCommunication

creasingly demand collaborative ap- Forest Service is an example of a large na_- POeox 96090proaehes to natural resource planning and Washington,DC.20090.
ural resource management agency that has USA
been buffeted by external change and could
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operates. The Forest Servk'e is responsible recreal, ienal value, e.g. the full range of re-
• Ndt/ona Forest SysLem: creation aetivities (bird watching, off-roadfor managing the "_" 't

191 rnillien acres of public land or abonl_ one- vehicle use, etc.) and rein'cation resources

eighth of the landscape of the contigaous 48 (campgroumts, snowmobile trails, etc.), and
states, In recent decades, the agency has through discussion of the social and personal

cndeawa'ed to deal with eenflieting demands benefit, s of reereation and tourism activities.
from diverse stakeholder groups and shifting
environmental attitudes and values of the Cam imdity b<,m,/igs and ea[tn,s reflect the

I.JS publle (llays, t988: Hirt, 1994). Shands view l;htd, forests are good becnuse they pro-
vide products needed by society and el.her

(I 991 ) s_ated that, managing the US natiomd

fercsts in ways thai. are responsive to chang- benelits related to commodity preduction.
inn publie values is the core problem faced CornnmdiCy-reht_ed outputs of the national

by the t'(rest Se'vice. forests have declined in recent years, bug
remain an important use. Connno(tiI,y be-

In this paper we deseribe a new approach nelits and values associated with _he national
for monitoring the soeial context for naLural

resource management. We dewdaped a social forests are expressed in t_ews media stories

monitoring system based on computer con- through discussion of the production of vat'i-

tent analysis of almost 30000 online news ous commodities, jobs and other economic
media stories about the USI)A Forest Service benefits associated with commodity pro-

and national lbrests over l,he period 1092- ductien (economic growth eeonomie health

1996. The awfilability of electronic databases and prosperity, etc.), concern over loss of jobs
and econornic benefits, and either language

of news stories and computer meflmds to reflecting commodity-related benefits and
analyse text has made it possible to rapidly

and efficiently analyse large quantities of goals.

stories on a particular topic or issue. This Ecological benefits and values reflect the view
large data volume can be used to create quan- that lorest ectosystems are good because they

titative time trends that provide insights into provide lil:e-suppm'ting envu'onmental rune-
the prevalence ann importance of key ideas tions and services upon which au _an well-

relative m each other. Using computer ana- being depenas, In the news stories we ana-

lysis of online news stories to devel, p a moni- [ysed, expressions of ecoloaieal uenefits and
raring system makes it possi'tfle to update values included discussion of' u wide range o_

infornmtion eesi y, expand m include au- ecologically oriented benefits including vari-

ditional issues and exreno baet_ in Lime I,o otis ecosystem itlnct tons and services, goals
establish time trends, related to ecological value and indicators o_

This approach was applied to examine the achievement of these goals, and ex-

trends in expressions of lbur broad categories pressions of concern ahou_ loss of ecological
of benefits and values associated with the US wdues or damage to ecosystems.
national threats. 1_( es_ benefits and wdues

are defined here as relatively endurin_ con- Maral/spirituat/aesthetiebenefitsandvalues

ceptiens c f the good' related to forests and relleet the wew that forests have wdue that

forest ecosystems, in this sLu(ly, we ¢'lls- goes beyond the instrumental benefits we
tmamish the tbllowing {bur wpes at Iores_ receive lrom them. they have a good of their

benefits and vahles: recreation, commodity- own. We value nature morally or spiritually

related, eeotoadeal and moraVspirituagaes- when we regard it with love. affection, rev-

thetie. These categorms are broad, en- erenee and respee_(Sagoll, 1991). Aesthetic

compassing the following: value is a _ype of non-instrumental value in
which beauty is the concep_ of what is good•

Recreation beaefitsandualuesretlecttheview in the news stories we anmysed we found

thai, the national forests are good because of expressions of the spiritual value or sac-
the recreational and tourism opportunities redness of nature, the moral obligation co

they provide, Recreational use of the national pass an a healthy and high quality natural
fbrests has il_ereased steadily in recent years, heritage to futm'e generations, attachment-
Recreation benefits and values are expressed orientation to nature, heritage and cultural
in news media stories about the national values, aesthetic value and concern about the

forests through discussion of the objects of loss of these values,
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between discussion in the news media of a The courts t,egislatures

particular topic and public attitudes and /_ -_.

opinion about that topic. This is followed by ;_( ] 1'

an explanation of the compu Let methods used
in this study, and a discussion of our findings. The media

A concluding section describes the potential 1 ( _]

uses o[' this new approach to monitoring the /
social environment for natural resource man- / Meetings

agement. Lc° nfr°ntati°ns and hem_ngs /

Figure 1, Forums for public debates about natural

The news media and public resource policy and management.

opinion

discourse on natural resources (through edit-
Analysis of the content of the news media orials, letters to the editor, etc.) and also
has repeatedly been shown to produce results reporting on debates occurring in all other
that are remarkably similar to attitude sur- forums. Pollster George Gallup theorised in
veys and opinion polls. Many studies have 1939 that the media were creating a national

shown that the media have played an im- town meeting in which issues were debated:
portant role in influencing public opinion
about various environmental issues (e.g. Par- "The newspapers and radio conduct the
lout and Schatzow, 1978; Keppliger and Roth, debate on national issues; presenting in-

formation and argument on both sides,
1979; Salwen, 1988; Gamson and Modigliani, just as the townsfolk did in person at
1989; Brosius and Kepplinger, 1990; Noelle- the old town meeting' (quoted in Smith,
Neumann, 1991; Hoffman, 1996; Ranthum, 1997: p. 56).
1996) and a wide range of other issues (e.g.
Hauss, 1993; Fan, 1994b; Fan, 1997). Other More recently, social theorist J_rgen Hab-
studies have found that the r_ews media have ermas has defined the term 'public sphere' as

an influence on agenda-setbing for en- a realm of social life in which citizens can
vironmental issues, i.e. there is a relationship come together as a rational body and discuss
between the relative emphasis given by the and debate issues of public concern, and in
mediatoenvironmentalissuesandthedegree which public opinion can be formed. Hab-
of salience these topics have for either the ermas states that 'Today newspapers and

general pub flc (e.g. Atwater et al., 1985; Ader, magazines, radio and television ere the media
1995; Anderson, 1997) or the political agenda of the public sphere.' (Habermas, 1974: p. 49).
(e.g. Downs, 1973; Solesbury, 1976; Sch- Computer content analysis ofthe news media
oenfeld et al., 1979; Protess et al., 1987). 2 thus allows us to take the pulse of on-going

The reason for this link between the news debates and discussions about natural re-
media and public opinion is two fold. First, source issues as reflected in tens of thousands
natural resource management issues are de- of stories.

bated in a variety of forums in society. As Second, several studies have shown that
shown in Figure 1, social debates about nat- the news media are the most important
ural resources and the environment take source of information for most people about

place in the courts, legislatures, meetings and environmental issues te.g. Atwa_er e_ al..
hearings, confrontations and the media. The 1985: Ostman and Parker. 1987: Fortner et
media play two important roles in these de- al., 1991: Wilson. 1995_. Shindler et al. _I996)

bates, serving as a direct forum for public found that the most impe_anv source of in-
formation about federal forest managemen_

for residents of the state of Oregon was news-

2Communications researchers have also studied the ex- papers, followed by television, radio, ma-
tent to which the media reflect public opinion. Evidence gazines/books, friends/relatives, interest
in th_ literature suggests that the n]edia both shape and
reflect the views of the public. See Ansolabehere et al. groups and lastly natural resource agencies.
(1993) for a summary of this literature. [n a study of forest policy committees in s_am
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legislatures, Lewis and Ellefson (1993: p. 37)
found that:

'Committee staff identified the press and
media organizations as the most skilled
at mobilizing public opinion...The
media is clearly seen as a powerful com-
municative aeto5 being the principal
medium (in a logistical sense) far dis- "_-J
seminating to the general public both _/_
factual information and the views and 5

recommendations of actors in a statek
forest polic3_ domain.' Figure 2. Regional breakdown used in this

analysis: East (Forest Service Regions 8 and 9),
Therefbre, since the news media summarise InterWest (Forest Service Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4)
ongoing soeia] discussion and debates about and West (Forest Service Regions 5 and 6}. Forest
these issues and are the main source of in- Service Region 10 (Alaska)was not included due to

a lack of news sources available online during the
formation for the public about natural re- entire period 1994-1996, and there is no region 7.
source issues, analysis of the content of the
news media is an efficient way to indirectly
measure public views.

with time. Figure 2 shows the regional break-
down, which is based on aggregations of

Data and methodology Forest Service administrative regions. Theregional breakdown is based on place of pub-
lication rather than the geographic focus of

This analysis involved four main steps: down- a news story.
loading news media stories about the US A random sample of 28 669 Forest Service
national forests from online commercial data- and national forest stories were retrieved for

bases; 'filtering' the text to eliminate Jr- the analysis:
relevant paragraphs; developing computer National story sample (1992-1996):

instructions to score the remaining text for • 9995 out of a total of 22 634 stories from

the four categories of benefits and values; 24 newspapers, five newswires, and four
and checking the validity or accuracy of the television and radio news transcripts;
analysis. Each step is briefly described below.

Regional story sample (1994-1996):

Downloading news media stories , East (Forest Service Regions 8 and 9): 5996out of a total of 10 230 stories from 42

newspapers;
The news items used for this analysis were • InterWest (Forest Service Regions 1, 2, 3
those discussing the USDA Forest Service and 4): 6000 out of a total of 7737 stories
and the national forests. All stories were from nine newspapers: and
retrieved from the LEXIS-NEXIS and Dialog • West (Forest Service Regions 5 and 6): 6678
online commercial databases, and the full out of a total of 10 184 stories from 10

texts of news sources chosen for the analysis newspapers.
were all available on the databases for the

entire period of the study. Separate analyses
were made for the United States as a whole

(covering the period 1992-1996_ and three Filtering text
regions of the United States fcovering 1994-
1996). The national analysis could be ex- The cetrieved text was analysed using the
tended further back in time than the regional patented InfoTrend method and computer
analyses and still retain a large number of software Fan. [990. 1994al. The InfoTrend
news sources representative of the total news software can discard paragraphs that do not
structure. More news sources were included fit with user-specified criteria. In this stpdy,
in the regional _nalyses because additional paragraphs were discarded that did not dis-
news sources have become available online cuss the Forest Service or national forests,
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or only mentioned these topics incidentally express the importance of commodity pro-
(e.g. stories about homicide investigations in duction and the benefits it generates. :_For
which a body was found on a national forest), example, one set of computer instructions
This iterative process of filtering text has specified that words and phrases with the
been termed the method of successive ill- connotation of mills (e.g. lumber mill, pulp
trations: 'From biochemistry, I learned that mill, sawmill, etc.) appearing with 50 ehar_
the study of complicated materials frequently acters of words and phrases expressing the
benefits from a series of purifications steps, idea of closing (e.g. closing, idled, shut down,
each one removing extraneous components to etc.) combined to create the new meaning of
yield progressively more homogeneous pre- concern over loss of commodity-related jobs,
pacations enriched in relevant materials, which was one of the dimensions of com-
This logic led to the strategy of successive modity benefits and values. An example of
'filtrations' during the text analyses.' (Fan, news media text that was coded using this
1988, p. xvii). The fbcusing of text through set of computer instructions is:

filtration greatly simplifies and improves the 'Soon, Comer is speaking" confidently
accuracy of computer coding, with the aide to Oklahoma Sen. Don

Nickles. "Ma'am, I work for a lumber:mill
mill_ wol_l

Scoring paragraphs being shut _wn because it can't get tim_cIo_Jn_ aolx_

her sales loose from the Forest Service.
Individual paragraphs were the unit of ann- Wonderin' if you knew about it?' (Bridge,
lysis in this study. Info Trend computer 27 March 1994, p. N1).

instructions were developed to score para- As another example, one of the ways that
graphs for each of the four concepts of in- people often express the importance of eco-
retest, i.e. to count the number of times each logical benefits and values is concern over
of the four categories of benefits and values damage to or destruction of ecological systems
was expressed in the databases of news media or components. We developed computer in-
text. Paragraphs which contained multiple strnctions which specified that words and
expressions of one benefit category were coun- phrases with the connotation of damage (e.g.
ted as a single expression. If a paragraph decimate, fragment, jeopardise, etc.) ap-
contained expressions of more than one of pearing within 50 characters of words and
the four categories of benefits and values, phrases expressing the idea of ecological or
however, then each of the categories were biological objects (e.g. ecosystem, habitat,
counted once. species, etc.) be combined to create the new

Scoring paragraphs involved developing a meaning of concern over damage to ecological
set of dictionaries related to each benefit cat- systems, which was one of the dimensions of
egory (i.e. groups of words and phrases as- ecological benefits and values. An example of
sociated with each category) and a series of news media text that was coded using this
idea transition rules (i.e. computer in- set of computer instructions is:
structions which specify how the dictionaries
are combined to identify the benefit cat- "The amphibian.., is the first creature
egories). Developing the dictionaries and idea to get the designation after a yearlong
transition rules to capture expressions of each moratorium by Congress. Projects that

could damage its habitat will now face
category of benefits and values was an it- _;;;_T_,oo,__olo_ obi_.__o,_t
erative process. In the development stage federal review' (Cone, 21 May 1996,
of the analysis, the still-evolving computer p. A31.
instructions were applied to random samples
of text, the ceding decisions were examined,
and the dictionaries and idea transition rules 'Creighton (19831 noted that one s_ra_egy tor corn-
were modified as needed, municating values is prediction of dire consequences:

'The kind of consequence they fear will reflect their
To illustrate the methodology, one of the values. The man from the Chamber of Commerce will

dimensions of commodity benefits and values predict a loss of jobs, while the preservationist will
we coded for was concern over loss of corn- predict a total disruption of the ecosystem' (p. 153hOur

experience developing computer instructions to cap,tree
modity-related jobs. An expression of this expressionsofforestbenefitsandvaluesconfirmsCreigh-

concern is one of many ways in which people ted's observation
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Table 1, Examples of expressions of national forest benefits and values
from the news media

Recreation benefits and values:
•.. people in Idaho and Montana do not want to cede more of their prime
hunting and camping lands to Ursus Arctos Horribilis. [Kenworthy (1995).
Unlikely aIliancefinds common ground for grizzlies. The WashingtonPost,
29 October, p. A3.]

•.. But the region is home to bald eagles, timber wolves, bears and moose
and it's treasured by a wide variety of outdoor enthusiasts, including
snowmobilers, fishermen, backpackers and canoeists, with often conflicting
interests. [Brasher (1995). Wellstone caught between environmentalists,
outdoor enthusiasts. The Associated Press, 6 November.]

Commodity benefits and values:
The Forest Service says the proposal would boost timber industry
employment in the Sierra by 2000 jobs, a 50% increase. [Barnum (1996).
White House intervenes to protect spotted owl in Sierra Nevada•San
Francisco Chronicle, 22 August, p. At4.]

...for grazing animals on public land. The 1993rate will be $2.04 per
animal unit per month. That's down 21 cents from the 1992rate. An animal
unit is the amount of forage needed to sustain one horse, a cow and her
calf or five sheep or goats. The rate is pegged to private land lease rates,
beef cattle prices and the cost of livestock production• The land is held by
the Forest Service and the... [United Press international (1993). Farming
today: Farmers want paybacks for needless investigations. UPI,
13January.]

Ecological benefits and values:
'Causing these declines is habitat damage caused by human activities,'
said Willa Nehlsen, lead author of the report. [Bamard (1983). Rivers hold
keyto salmon survival•The Associated Press, 12 April.]

If the project succeeds...it could have a profound impact on the resolution
of other conflicts over endangeredspecies and on the federal
government's approach to managing imperiled wildlife. [Kenwortby, p. A3.]

Moral, spiritual and aesthetic benefits and values:
'The 'Path of Life Trail Lands' wil remain a wilderness for longer than we
can envts_on.'said Vincente Lujan, the tribe's warchief. 'For as long as our
people exist, the sacred areaswill remain a place of prayer for all life, and
a place of mediation for our people.' [Seybert (1994). Pueblos call for
government's return of sacred lands. States News Service, 21 April.]

Spanning 17million acres on the rocky snores ana numerous islands, the
Tongassts the biggest of the national forests, once described by the
naturalistJohn Muir as 'an endless rhythm and oeau[y.' (Cushman(1994).
U,S. to cancel a timber deal in Alaska• The New York Times,
15 January. section 1, p. 8.]

Similar computer instructions were de- Checking validity
veioped to identify and count, expressions of

each of the four categories of national forest Following the development and refinement
benefits and values. Table 1 provides ex- ofthe content analysis computer instructions,

amples of news media text coded by our corn- a formal validity analysis was carried out. A
purer instructions for each of the four main content analysis variable is valid to the extent
camgories of benefits and values. See (Fan. that it measures the concept it was intended
1988 for a detailed description of the corn- _omeasure (Weber, 1990). We examined ran-

purer conten_ analysis methodology, dom samples of several hundred stories that
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Figure 3, Frequency of expressions of recreation, commodity, ecological and moral/spiritual/aesthetic
benefits and valuesassociated with the national forests, plotted quarterly 1992-1996.

were coded using our computer instructions of these trends were found to be statistically
to determine whether or not they were able significant. A test for trend in proportions
to identify expressions of the fore' categories based on Kendall's statistic S was carried out
of benefits and values accurately at least 80% for each type of benefit (Brown and Hollander,
of the time--a rule of thumb sometimes used 1977). The null hypothesis of no trend was

in content analysis. After final refinements tested against an increasing trend alternative
in the computer instructions, the accuracy for recreation and meral/spiritual/aesthetic
rates were as follows: recreation: 86%; com- benefits, a decreasing trend alternative for

modity: 88%, ecological: 85%; and moral/spit- commodity benefits and a two-sided test for
itual/aesthetic: 87%. The narrow range of ecological benefits and values. The null hypo-
accuracy rates indicates that we have not thesis of no trend was rejected at the 0.01
systematically over- or under-counted any of level for recreation and commodity benefits
the categories of benefits and values. (providing evidence of increasing and de-

creasing trends, respectively), but not for the
other two types of benefits. However, the null

Discussion of findings hypothesis was rejected at the 0.05 sig=
nificance level for moral/spiritual/aesthetic
benefits, providing some evidence of an in-

National findings creasing trend.
The dominance of recreation benefits and

Figure 3 presents national trends in ex- valuesthatwefoundisconsistentwithsurvey

pressions of benefits and values associated results. In a national survey of the general
with the US national forests. This figure public. 62% of respondents agreed or strongly
shows change over time in the relative fre- agreed (and 22% disagreed or strongly dis-
queney of expression of benefits and values, agreed) with the statement:
Recreation benefits and values were ex-

pressed most frequently over the 5year 'Creating recreation opportunities (boating,hunting, camping, etc.) on public fbres| lands
period, and were expressed more often than is impor[an_ ro me" (Hammond. 1994). When
commodity benefits and values except in the the same survey asked about commodity be-
first half of 1992 and the first half of 1993. netits and values, however, only 36% of the
Figure 3 reveals a gradual decrease in the public agreed or strongly agreed (and 47%
relative frequency of expression of com- disagreed or strongly disagreed) with the
modity-related benefits and values, and a statement: 'Natural resources in public for-

gradual increase in recreation's share. Both ests and grasslands should be made available
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to produce consumer goods'. `_The National moral and spiritual values of nature among
Survey on Recreation and the Environment diverse social groups.
(Cordell, 1999) [bund that participation in Therefore, the fact that moral/spiritual/
outdoor recreation by the US public has con- aesthetic values were expressed less often
tinued to grow in the 1990s, and Forest Ser- than other categories of benefits and valuesvice data on the number of recreation visitor

does not mean they are unimportant. To thedays in national forests show rapid growth
in the 1990s, from about 288 million in 1992 contrary, these 'deeper' values help explain
to 341 million in 1996 (a visitor day equals a whypeoplecaresopassionatelyaboutnatural
12 h visit). At the same time, the volume of resource issues. Schroeder (1994) has argued
timber sold from Forest Service lands has that moral and spiritual values are critical
dropped from about 11 billion board feet per for understanding conflict over forest policy
year in the 19SOs to less than 4 billion board and management:
feet per year by the mid-1990s (a board foot
is a measure of wood volume equal to a board 'Experiential values that do not lend
1 foot long by 1 foot wide by 1 inch thick). _ themselves to this kind of measurement

and valuation (for example, sense of
Expressions of the ecological benefits and place and spiritual values) have often

values of the national forests accounted for been disregarded. Yet it is precisely these
about 22% of the total over the 5 year period kinds of values, rooted in intuitive and
(Figure 3). This level of discussion--falling emotional experiences, that have too-
just below expressions of commodity-related tivated many people to take legal and
benefits indicates a relatively high level of political action against forest managers.

For ecosystem management to truly in-
concern about the environment and pro- clude humans as a part of ecosystems,
tecting ecosystems. No clear trend is evident these kinds of values must be recognized
for expressions of ecological benefits at the and dealt with in managing forests.'
national level. Previous research using com- (p. 3).
purer content analysis found increasing ex-
pressions of ecological values from the early
1980s through the early 1990s (Xu and Be-

ngston, 1997). Surveys have also found strong RegioDa! fiDdings
ecological value orientations toward forests
among the public (e.g. Steel etal., 1994; Man- The regional analysis revealed similar value
ning et al., 1999). profiles fbr each of the three regions (Figure

Moral/spiritual/aesthetic benefits and val- 4). Due to the relatively short time frame of
ues were expressed less often than the other the regional analysis, Figure 4 shows the
categories, accounting for about 10% of the average frequency of expression for each
total on average over the 5 year period. But value aggregated over the entire 3 year period
given the intangible nature of these benefits, 1994-1996. Differences between the regions
that percentage may seem surprisingly high. were minor for each type of benefit and value.
Several surveys have found high levels of Recreation benefits and values were ex-
agreement about the importance of the moral pressed most often in the Inter West (45% of
and spiritual values of the environment. For total expressions) and least often in the West
example, Hammond (1994) found that 90% (40%). Commodity-related benefits and val-
of the public agreed or strongly agreed with ues were expressed most often in the West
the following statement referring to a moral 129% of total expressions) and least often in
obligation to future generations: 'The federal the East (25%). Ecological benefits and values
government has the responsibility of con- were expressed with about the same fre-
serwng public forest resources for future gen- quency in each region, and moral/spiritual/
orations.' Kempton et al. (1995) found a aesthetic values were expressed most often
remarkable degree of agreement about the in the East (13% of total expressions) and

least often in the Inter West (9%).
The similarity in national forest values

Our findings are also consistent with US Forest Service across regions is striking, especially because
employees' perceptions of how the public values re- many people assume that environmental val-
creation vs. commodityproduction _Kennedyet el., 1994J.
_See the annual Report of thp Forest Seruiee _bttp:// ues in the West and Inter West (which have
www.fs.fed.us/pl/pdb/97report/), lower population densities, many national
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Figure 4. Frequency of express,ons of recreation, commodity, ecological and moral/spiritual/aesthetic
benefits and values associated with the US national forests, by region (1994-1996 combined).

forests and more commodity production) are with rising standards of living and levels of
quite different than those in the Eastern education...The social context within which

United States (which has higher population environmental values flourished was twofold:

density, few national forests and less corn- younger people and the more educated.'

modity production). The conventional wisdom (Hays, 1987, p. 3). Forests and other eco-

is that commodity-related benefits and values systems are increasingly valued as amenities

would be emphasised more in the West and to enhance quality of life rather than simply
Inter West, and that recreational, ecological a source for material commodities.

and moral/spiritual/aes thetic values would be Our analysis of US national forest benefits

predominant in the East. But a variety of and values points to a central dilemma for

social scientists have found that core en- forest policy and management. On the one

vironmental values are now widely shared in hand, we found frequent expression of non-

US society (e.g. Deason, 1996-1997; Hays, commodity benefits and values: Recreation,

1988; Kempton et al., 1995; Ladd and Bow- ecological arm moral/spiritual/aesthetic val-

man, 1995). These and other studies strongly ues accounted for 68% of all value expressions

suggest a reorientation of environmental val- over the 5 year period at the national level,

ues for the general public across the United and they accounted for a slightly higher per-

States. cent of all value expressions over the 3 year

period in each of the regions. These values
have been characterised as the new or emer-

Implications for forest policy ging forest values by Hays (1988), and they

parallel broader emerging environmental val-

This study found an increasing relative fre- ues in post-industrial society te.g. Kemp_on

quency of expression of recreation and moral/ et al., 1995; Paehlke. 19971 On the other
spiritual/aesthetic benefits and values as- hand, traditional commodity-related values

associated with the US national forests aresociated with the US national forests, no

significant trend in expressions of ecological still important, accounting for about 32% of
benefits and values (but a sizeable share of all value expressions in our analysis. Value

ecological values), and declining relative fre- change and the tension between commodity

quency of expression of commodity-related and non-commodity forest values have been

benefits and values over the period 1992 underlying sources of conflict over public for-

through 1996. There are many forces behind est management in recen_ decades. Despite
these trends. Environmental historians have the overall regional similarities in forest val-

detailed the slow but steady reorientation in ues that we found, significant differences
public environmental values that has taken exist between forest stakeholder groups and

place in the US in recent decades and the bitter clashes between stakeholders with di-

factors underlying this change: 'Evolving en- verse values have characterised debates over

vironmental values were closely associated forest management.
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The increasing importance of non-com_ to be seen whether or not ecosystem mare
modity values and continuing importance agementwillbeabletodeliveronitspromises.
of commodity values have important ira-
plications for forest policy makers and man-
agers. First, the tension between traditional
and emerging forest values implies the need CorlC]tldillg comlTlents
for planning and decision making processes

that are better able to negotiate and in- The method for monitoring the social en-
corporate diverse values. There is a greater vironment described in this study is a new
need than ever before for meaningful stake- tool for natural resource managers and policy
holderparticipationin forest planning andde- makers. It does not replace traditional social
cision making. In the past, natural resource science tools for assessing people's values,
management agencies have often used limited attitudes and other aspects of the human
forms of stakeholder involvement, but gen- dimensions of natural resource management.

erally have not implemented meaningful pub- Traditional methods for analysing the social
lic participation and shared leadership. But environment--such as surveys, focus groups
participatory and collaborative approaches and interviews--are complementary to the
are a key to getting diverse values on the table method described in this paper.
and working them out. It is through discourse However analysing social debates and dis-

and deliberation that people discover and course using computer content analysis of
express social values, which can then be online media text does have some important
incorporated into management. By better in- advantages over traditional methods. Our ap-
corporating diverse values, collaborative ap- preach can be:
proaches have been shown to reduce conflict
over public forest management. For example, • extended back in time in order to establish
Gericke and Sullivan (1994) found evidence time trends for the concepts of interest, i.e.

of a relationship between the form of public the effects of important events, such as a
participation and the probability of a high change in policy, can be observed;
level of conflict over forest plans. They found • updated easily, efficiently and quickly, i.e.
that public participation activity in small recent news media text can be downloaded

groups was a statistically significant variable and analysed to update an analysis every
in reducing the probability of high conflict, year, every quarter or whatever time frame
where conflict is defined as the average time is of interest to decision makers; and
required to resolve forest plans, e expanded to include additional issues and

Another implicationofthetensionbetween concepts of interest, or to analyse key
traditional and emerging forest values is that trends in greater depth.

ecosystem management--an emerging para- Social science research is often used in-

digm for natural resource management--may directly by decision makers, helping them
be an appropriate and timely policy response better understand the context in which de-

to the current social milieu in the United cisions and policies need to be made. thereby
States. Most definitions of ecosystem man- resulting in better informed decisions that
agement emphasise that its goal is to sustain are more responmve to the changing social
ecological health and integrity while sire- environment (Weiss. 1980). The ability of

ultaneouslymeeting socio-economic needs.in- computer contem analysis of online media
cluding the need for commodities produced text to identity and track emerging social
by forests. Furthermore. collaborative ap- _rends makes this approach especially useful
proaches--an _mportant part of ecosystem _o strategic planners. At the other end of
management--are widely advocated as the the time scale, decision makers in a crmis
way to integrate the human and biophysical situation can have access m information

dimensions of ecosystem management (Ger- about public response immediately using this
lach and Bengston. 1994). Thus. ecosystem approach. Other potential uses for this type
management can be interpreted as an attempt of analysis include:
to manage simultaneously for the emerging
forest values and traditional commodity val- • bringing an issue to the attention of de-
ues. This is an ambitious goal, and it remains cision makers:
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• fbrmulating new policies or programs; Cordell, H. K. (1999). Outdoor Recreation and
American Life. New York: Sagamore Pub-

• evaluating the merit of alternative pro- lications (In press).
posals for action; Creighton, J. L. (1983). The use of values: Public

• improving existing programs; participation and the planning process. In Pub-
• mobilising support for a position or point lic Involvement and Social Impact Assessment

of view; (G. A. Daneki, M. W. Garcia and J., Delli Prisol,
ads) pp. I43-161. Boulder, CO: Westview Press.

• changing decision makers ways of thinking Cushman, J. H., Jr. (1994). US to cancel a timber
about an issue; and deal in Alaska. The New York Times, 15 Jan-

• planning new decision-relevant research, uatw, section 1, p. 8.
Daniels, S. E. and Walker, G. B. (1996). Col-

Rapid change in the social environment in laborative learning: hnproving public de-
which natural resource and environmental liberation in ecosystem-based management.

management is carried out has become the Environmer_taI Impact Assesstnent Review 16,71-102.
norm. Managing natural resources in ways Deason, J. _ (1996-1997). Changing world at-
that are responsive to changing social con- titudes on environmental values and sus-
ditions is the main challenge faced by man- tainability: Implications for educational

agers today. The method described in this institutions. Renewable Resources .Journal 14,
paper provides a new approach for the con- 6-11.Downs, A. (1973). The political economy of im-

• /tinuousmonitoringandassessmentofabroad proving our environment. In Enwronmenal
range of trends in the social environment. Decay: Economic Causes and Remedies (J. S.

Bain, ed.), pp. 59-81. Boston, MA: Little Brown.
Fan, D. R (1988). Predictions of Public Opinion

f_vm the Mass Media: Computer Content Arta-
lysis and Mathematical Modeling. New York:
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